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Teen Actress Wins Hollywood Trip Via App
God is sure being good to 13-year-old actress and singer, Skylar Alyvia Mayton. Thirteen is not only proving to
be not a bad number, but incredibly blessed for the teen:
On January 6, Mayton sang the National Anthem at
the Chicago Bulls game.
On January 13, she wrapped A Bennett Song Holiday,
featuring Corbin Bernsen, and the sequel to Bennett’s
Song (2018), in which she played Tara Reid’s daughter.
On January 17, Mayton released her music video, Free,
an original song she wrote with Billy Dawson and Matt
Wilder, and that will be in A Bennett Song Holiday.
On February 8, her songs were on Spotify and iTunes.
On Valentine’s Day, the 13-year-old won a trip to Hollywood via an acting app called Scenebot, which “levels
the playing field” for those outside the LA bubble by allowing them to upload demos for free, so they don’t have
to fly to Hollywood to audition.
On February 17, Mayton sang the National Anthem at
the Sears Center Arena in Chicago, for a motocross event.
And on March 17, while the rest of the country wears
green for St. Patrick’s Day, Mayton celebrates her 14th
birthday during her Hollywood trip, where she will be
working with vocal and acting coaches to prepare for her
performance in front of some big labels.
Mayton’s mother, Annette, told CM, “Her dream is to
be in a Christian-based film! [Skylar] loves to sing and
perform! Nothing would make her happier than to be in
a film about a young girl pursuing a career in music, but
doing it the way God wants her to!” She added, “[Skylar]
has always wanted to be a singer, but now that she’s been
in films she really has gotten the acting bug and loves to
be in front of the camera!” The Grand Rapids teen, who
now home-schools to “work more on her artistic side,”
also recorded professionally in Nashville, in 2018.

Skylar Alyvia Mayton sings the National Anthem at the Chicago Bulls Game.

“DC Comics continues its sad and sickly stagger down
the wide road to spiritual destruction,” said Nate Butler, a
former well-known DC artist and founder of the international comics ministry, COMIX35. Ordained minister,
Mondo De La Vega, co-host and executive producer of
The Jim Bakker Show, and also Bakker’s son, told CM, “I
bet they don't have comics mocking the prophet Muhammad, or Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jewish, and others,
because they would not tolerate such a thing.” He added,
“Jesus taught that we are to forgive, which means, we are
to give love for offenses received.” Read the rest of his,
and other commentaries, on this comic, on page 32.

Ukraine Comic: Yuliya Fowler

Blasphemous DC Comic Cancelled

Ukraine native and comedian, Yuliya Fowler and Daniel Knudsen, of Crystal Creek Media, attended Dinner
With Dreamers January 7, a yearly event hosted by industry insiders Kyle and Kenny Saylors.
“I know [Daniel] through the Dreamers event,” the comedian told CM. “Last year he was a speaker. We (my

On March 6, DC Comics was scheduled to release the
Second Coming comic featuring Jesus as a bumbling
superhero sent back to earth after disappointing God the
Father by letting Himself be crucified. DC pulled it in
response to a petition signed by over 200,000.
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The Outcult Arrives
By Kevin Collier
Creative Motion magazine Publisher
_________________
The year 2018 began what I call “The Great Reveal.”
It’s when evil creeped out of the shadows and became
prominent in the mainstream narrative. Years earlier,
most Christians wouldn’t give the supernatural battle
much thought. Now they discuss it openly.
2019 is the year of “The Outcult.” By definition, the
occult is secret knowledge. It is hidden. But not anymore. You are witnessing evil “coming out,” and defining itself clearly and without deception.
The devil is a master of deception, but in the last
days, he drops the veil. Either emboldened, or in fear of
extinction, he’s not hiding anything anymore. Either
way, it’s an act of desperation on his part.
The Christian Post recently reported that, in the
United States, the population of individuals who identify themselves as witches outnumbered those who identify themselves as Presbyterians.
NFL champ Tom Brady recently praised his wife’s
practice of witchcraft, using altars, stones, and mantras
to ensure his successful career.
Virginia Governor Ralph Northam briefly shocked
even pro-choice advocates when he stated a position
calling for infanticide.
New York advanced the law, making it okay to abort
a fully developed baby at nine months. The killer of a
pregnant woman, and her unborn child, in Queens escaped being prosecuted for the death of the child.
The Fake News media continues to play the devil’s
deception game, spinning what it must to support their
anti-Christ agenda. What is a real crisis is called
“manufactured,” and securing our border with a barrier
is called the president’s “vanity project.”
Tell that to those victimized, via sex trafficking, and
families who have lost loved ones, due to the poisonous
drug cartels and the crime that comes with it.
I often wonder what Times Square Church (NYC)
Pastor David Wilkerson would think if he were alive
today. Wilkerson’s prophetic writings, published decades ago, are currently unfolding like lounge chairs on
a busy summer beach.
The “Outcult” has arrived. Don’t be surprised at anything. The devil is not hiding in the shadows anymore.

Ukraine native comedian, Yuliya Fowler with filmmaker, Daniel Knudsen.

family) watched his movie. He loves God very much!”
She also said, “Not everybody at this event believed in
Jesus Christ as Lord, but at [the dinner] you could feel
the presence of the Spirit so much!”
“Each year they kick off the new year with the Log Cabin Launch party,” Knudsen told CM. “Entertainment industry influencers, actors, singers, producers and directors from all over the country come to this event.”
Fowler performed at the charity event, Season of Love,
February 12, and told CM, “After the show was over one
gentleman said to me, ‘Thank you so much for your comedy. You gave warm joy to my heart. Two years ago my
wife died from cancer. We lived together 40 years, minus
one month. Tonight I laughed for the first time since she
was gone.’ And this is why I am doing what I am doing.
Why God called me into the entertainment business. ”
Fowler “overcame cancer without chemotherapy,” according to her healthy eating site His Happy Planet, LLC,
which humorously says on her homepage that potatoes
are from God, but fast food French fries are from the devil. Along with recipes for homemade, healthy French
fries, and selling seasoning packages, Fowler has “a lot of
knowledge about healthy lifestyle, folk medicine and the
healing power of herbs and spices.”
Knudsen previewed a screener of the final four episodes of his dystopian, youth oriented mini-series, The
King’s Messengers for CM, and said, “PureFlix will be
launching this as a series March 1.” He also just wrapped,
and had a cast party for, his Christmas Coupon movie,
which airs on a major network this fall.

Days of Noah Comic Goes to Print
The Days of Noah goes to print at the end of February, but it’s not your typical Noah comic. This is about a
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in that film,” the actor said, adding that he’d “participated
in [that] fantastic Christian superhero film last spring.”
Matychuk said the short will be “used as a proof of concept to seek funding for the full, feature length movie, or
TV series.” The first trailer will be screened at the 2019
Christian Worldview Film Festival in March, as part of
the official selection for trailers. “We hope the new teaser
trailer sparks an interest for this film,” Night Guard director, Johnick Petry, told CM, “as well as promote the
use of a different genre in Christian film, to impact the
current culture for Christ.” Night Guard was written and
produced by Nathaniel Schexnayder, of Broken Record
Films. The trailer will be released publicly online before,
or in concurrence with, the festival.

modern
day
Noah,
“’Ridin’ Out The End
Times’ with Biblical Solutions.”
“We are very excited to
finally publish our first
Christian manga comic
book, which we’ve been
wanting to do for over a
decade!” Nikko Hayashi
told CM. “We pray the
Lord will use this to reach
kids for His Kingdom.”
Each episode of the
comic book ends with a
memory verse. “Look for The Days of Noah by Rejoice! Studios.
the anime shorts Lord willing, coming soon!” Nikko said,
regarding an animated version. He and wife, Brikko Bree
Hayashi, own Rejoice! Studios, NichiBei Media, a Japanese media and language translation service, and
NichiBei Academy, which teaches Japanese from a native
speaker, Christian perspective.

Top Female Author: Parker Cole
On February 8, Michigan multi-media creator, Parker
J. Cole, an author, podcast host, and founder of PJC Media Network, was nominated by a fellow author for the
2019 Top Female Author Award. This prestigious award
“seeks to acknowledge women in the area of literature,”
Cole told CM, and is presented by The Authors Show podcast. Cole said the nomination is for her book, An Agent
for Arielle, “a story about a mulatto heiress and a former
slave who work at the Pinkerton Agency.” The author
added this post-Civil War drama centered around the
“mystery of who is trying to kill a prominent Black politician in the volatile era” of our nation’s past.
Cole released book one in her new Crowns and Worlds
series on Valentine’s Day. House of Haddaway, a “sci-fi,
fantasy romance for the general market,” is a “fairy-tale
retelling of two rulers who marry for political gain, only to
discover a wealth of secrets which threaten their union
and the galaxy at large.”

Christian Media Academy/Talk Show
Talk about serendipity. Tricia Harmon, who just
launched an online Christian media academy in January,
and who will be launching a talk show in March about
turning “your worst adversities into your most valuable
assets,” just lost everything on her hard drive.
But Satan’s not stopping her. After 89.3 Moody Radio
asked her on, she posted, “I warned [the radio host] in
order for me to stay authentic, I would have to share my
epic fail and how God was humbling me big time.” The
award-winning actress producer, and author is turning
her “worst adversities” into her “most valuable assets,” by
increased collaboration with other professionals.
Harmon’s talk show, designed to “inspire Christian
creatives” will include an online audience of up to 100
during the prerecorded shoots. Her Noble Pearls Media
Online Academy, comprised of six in-depth modules, will
“develop Christian creatives committed to influencing
culture for the glory of God,” by working in collaboration
with industry professionals. Harmon is still accepting
instructor and student applications for the Michigan pilot
program, which will have open enrollment in the future.

Monet Musical: Tom Rhoads
Tom Rhoads, the cover of the January CM, is playing
real life art dealer, Paul Durand-Ruel, in the workshop,
Monet. “We start rehearsals February 25 and do our performances on March 8, at the York Theatre,” said Rhoads
(no relation to this issue’s cover story, Cheryl Felicia
Rhoads). “We are doing two performances of this for producers and it looks like it will be going off, or on, Broadway, soon.” The RADA trained actor and singer said, “I
have two solos as Paul Durand-Ruel, and also sing in other parts of the show, and play two other characters.”
Rhoads visited the French Consulate in New York last
February, where they were asked “to mount the full show
with visuals.” He said, “It’s a strong ensemble musical
and I can’t wait to see what’s next for Monet. It’s still a
workshop, but one with the color and light of Monet and
his Impressionist friends added in.” In an art style where
lighting is key (Impressionism), Rhoads said projections
and lighting were allowed in the Equity workshop.

Night Guard Comics Movie
Night Guard is a new 20 minute short about a crimefighting, comic book nerd searching for the urban legend
who’d been protecting his crime-ridden city for years. “It
is really excellent,” lead antagonist, actor Wayne
Matychuk, told CM, “and has a great Christian message.”
Night Guard “contains a lot of great action,” Matychuk
told CM. “It was very fun to get kicked by the superhero
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THE DARK SIDE OF MEDIA AND MAINSTREAM ENTERTAINMENT

Posted Monday, February 25, roughly 2pm EST.
Left and above: A still of Aubrey Plaza, and others, from the video.

Hollywood: And The Award Goes To … Satan?
Film Independent Spirit Awards / The Oscars & Bohemian Rhapsody / The Golden Globe Awards

Incantation? Spirit Awards?
Did you know a host was someone “who invites a demon to inhabit their soul?” Neither did we. We thought it
was someone who hosts an awards-show. Boy, were we
wrong. Around 2pm, Monday, February, 25, at the time
of writing this article, Film Independent posted this (also
in photo, right):
“host/hōst/noun: a person who invites a demon to
inhabit their soul (see: Aubrey Plaza at the #SpiritAwards)” then posted a link to their own Youtube video
titled “Aubrey Plaza’s Incantation - cold open - 2019 Film
Independent Spirit Awards.”
Non-Satan worshippers, who probably haven’t heard
about the Spirit Awards, may be surprised the ceremony
takes place on a beach.
In a tent.
Next to the Santa Monica Pier.
And if it doesn’t get any weirder, Plaza opened the
Spirit Awards with “a bizarre, bloody...ritual” (The Wrap)
appearing to sacrifice a virgin the night before the Oscars,
Saturday, February 23. The “coven” (Vulture) included
Christina Ricci, Marisa Tomei, Rosanna Arquette, and
Marcia Gay Harden “conducting a blood oath to help Plaza become this year’s Spirit Awards host. Sharon Stone
popped up to present the virgin sacrifice” (IndieWire).
“‘LOOK UPON ME, FOR I AM YOUR HOST,’ a demonic and bloodied Plaza bellowed,” (The Wrap) in the
pre-taped segment that included chanting and praying to
the spirit of a deceased actress. Plaza is best known for

Facebook post Monday, following the Oscars, two days after Spirit Awards.

playing one of the most popular characters on Parks and
Recreation, a humorous Goth involved with the occult,
that “received universal praise...as one of the show's
breakout characters” (Wikipedia).
Plaza took a swipe at disgraced director, Bryan Singer,
who is friends with Ethan Hawke (see following article).
Hawke won Best Male Lead playing a levitating pastor.
Who straps on a suicide bomb to take out his congregation. And the CEO of an environmental polluter. Who
then drinks Drano in First Reformed.
“Few modern films take spirituality as seriously or as
thoughtfully,” Vulture wrote about this movie that depicts the pastor levitating while lying on top of a pregnant
Mary, “whose name evokes the Virgin Mary.”
Glenn Close won for Best Female Lead. Other attendees included presenter Michael Keaton, nominee
Joaquin Phoenix, Tyne Daly, and Tilda Swinton. The
awards are selected by the 6200 Film Independent members and must be made in America for under $20 million.
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‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ & Bryan Singer

for best supporting actor. Spacey, who appears in court in
March, has had molestation allegations made by over 30
men, and his estranged brother now fears he’ll commit
suicide due to the disgrace. “The greatest trick the devil
ever pulled was convincing the world he didn’t exist,” was
Spacey’s most memorable line as the villain.
Those who’ve worked with Singer says one of his greatest skills is “an ability to spin a narrative in which the audience is never quite sure who’s a good guy and who’s a
bad guy, a suspenseful uncertainty rooted in Singer’s instinct for clever misdirection” (The Atlantic). In a 2001
interview, the director said, “But that’s one of the things I
like most about movie-making—that sense of power, manipulating an audience.”
The Atlantic interviewed a clinical psychologist who
said he sees dozens of abuse cases thrown out each year
due to exploiting holes in victim’s memory caused by the
trauma of being molested. David Lisak, the psychologist,
said, “There is something uniquely diabolical about this”
commonly used PR strategy and defense.
A Singer accuser was one of the first aware of the alleged pedophile’s successful tries to impregnate friend,
Michelle Clunie. Their son was born January, 2015.

Some called this Jewish director who dared open an
action-adventure movie with a concentration camp scene
(X-Men) “the next Spielberg.” Last year, Bryan Singer,
accused of molesting boys for decades, was called “the
next Weinstein” (The Atlantic). But he was still a Hollywood darling. “[T]here’s a huge amount of support for
him in Hollywood...many people just don’t care” (Vox).
“[V]ery powerful people in high places have been protecting him from damning exposure” (The Daily Wire).
Singer’s Bohemian Rhapsody, called the “Biggest Music Biopic Ever” (Pitchfork), won four Oscars on February
24, and has earned over $800 million worldwide. Despite
being called “bland” and “lazy,” by reviewers.
Raim Malek won Best
Actor for his role as Queen
frontman Freddie Mercury.
“[The] success wasn’t
happenstance. It was driven
by the kind of huge marketing push that’s mostly reserved for blockbuster superhero franchises and Pixar megasmashes. No other
biopic in recent memory
has had as many corporate Raim Malek won a Best Actor Oscar
for his portrayal of Freddie Mercury.
tie-ins” (Pitchfork).
And it was pushed on the under 35 crowd, who weren’t
even alive when Queen was popular. “[T]he film also doubles as an immersive pseudo-concert” (Pitchfork), with a
communal atmosphere “digital natives” (the under 35
set), could relate to. This marketing ploy was highly successful: 52% of the movie’s audience is under 35. That’s
over $400 million coming from people who weren’t alive
when the band was popular.
With that success, “expect a run of music biopics...in
the coming years, beginning with [Elton John’s] Rocketman,” which debuts May 31 (UPROXX). If the trailer is
indicative of the meme they’re pushing, the media will be
telling young people, “You gotta’ kill the person you were
born to be, in order to become the person you wanna’ be.”
On January 7, the movie earned two Golden Globes,
and Singer caused an outrage online by posting a thank
you to Instagram that received over 26,000 likes. On January 23, The Atlantic published a story alleging he’d molested teen boys for decades. It was initiated, factchecked, and approved by Esquire, and their lawyers, but
inexplicably killed by the parent company, Hearst Communications. The reporters, who “spoke with more than
50 sources,” including four men speaking out for the first
time, then took the story to The Atlantic.
Singer is no stranger to Oscar wins, having won two for
The Usual Suspects, in which actor Kevin Spacey won

Bale Thanks Satan at Golden Globes
Christian
Bale,
best
known as The Dark Knight
of Batman movie fame,
thanked Satan for inspiring
him at the Golden Globe
Award ceremony on January 6, 2019. Bale won Best
Actor for a musical or comedy work. The demonic
praise originated from his
role as former Vice President Dick Cheney, in the Christian Bale thanks Satan at the
Golden Globe Awards.
motion picture Vice.
“Thank you to Satan,” the actor said,” when accepting
the award, “for giving me inspiration on how to play this
role.” The remark was followed by laughter.
While liberals shrugged off the remark as no more than
a poorly delivered joke, the dark powers-that-be didn’t.
“To us, Satan is a symbol of pride, liberty and individualism,” The Church of Satan posted in response, on Twitter. “And it serves as an external metaphorical projection
of our highest personal potential. As Mr. Bale’s own talent and skill won him the award, this is fitting. Hail
Christian! Hail Satan!”
Bale stirred up controversy in 2014 speaking playing
Moses in Exodus: Gods and Kings. “I think the man was
likely schizophrenic and was one of the most barbaric
individuals that I ever read about in my life. He’s a very
troubled and tumultuous man,” Bale said.
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YOUNG TALENT ON THE MOVE FOR CHRIST

25th Annual Christian Youth Film Festival
By Kristen Collier
_________________

Creative Motion magazine Editor

The 25th annual Christian Youth Film Festival is March
2–3, in Bakersfield, CA. Founded in 1994, by youth pastors Chuck Adkins and Joe Brown, the festival was a “hair
-brained idea...to poke a little fun at the Academy Awards
and Hollywood’s obsession with awarding themselves.”
Youth groups used “cutting-edge technology of Super 8,
VHS, and Betamax” to submit shorts, and the awards
were recycled bowling and softball trophies. But as technology improved it turned into the real deal and young
participants started submitting real works of art.
March 2 seminars at The Ovation Theater are taught
by Dean Batali, TV writer and executive producer (That
‘70s Show, Buffy the Vampire Slayer), Jim Schmidt, producer (Trade of Innocents, Bobby Jones: Stroke of Genius), Karen Covell, founder of the Hollywood Prayer Network, and Jim Covell, film and TV composer. Teen Division awards are March 3 at The Majestic Fox Theater.
“I think it’s a great idea to be teaching and encouraging
young Christians to make movies and tell stories that represent who we are and what we believe,” Batali told CM.
“If we’re going to influence the culture in positive ways,
we need to find the next generation of artists who are
qualified to make the movies and TV shows that just
might change the world.”
Award-winning actress Jenn Gotzon Chandler (Frost/
Nixon, Doonby) told CM the festival was “a wonderful
time for budding artists to gather, learn and fellowship.”
Since 1994, the CYFF has screened more than 280 short
films from 1200 students, 14 states, and four countries. This year’s entries feature a talking dog, an Old West
gunfight, and a horse being sent to the glue factory.
Karen Covell told CM, “I love to help Joe Brown and
[the CYFF] by judging the submissions and encouraging
his young Christian filmmakers to strive for excellence,
creativity, and truth, while using their gifts and talents in
the world of film. I love seeing more young believers in
the creative arts.”
Eight teen and four college movies will be screened.
Brown told CM some “are very well made, beyond what
you might expect from student filmmakers. The writing is
also very good, pulling emotions and tugging on heart

Some 2012 award recipients at the Christian Youth Film Festival.

strings. Most include light moments of humor, but one
stands out as a real comedy.”
Seventeen former CYFF entrants now have film careers, 51 are enrolled in film schools, and hundreds serve
as church media volunteers. In 2018, 22 trophies and
$2,444 in prize money was awarded. The CYFF also
serves area schools, disabled youth, and offers film camp
to girls in detention centers.
For more information: ChristianYouthFilmFestival.org

WONDER ANIMATION STUDIOS

Still from Wonder Animation Studios’ RoboDad short.

Wonder Animation Studios was founded in 2016 by
Oregon siblings Garrison, Ethan, and Savannah Hill, who
heard about the CYFF from a friend. “Our submission for
last year was our short animation, A Boy’s War,” Savannah
told CM. In 2018, the short won Best Animation, Audience
Choice (ICFF), and tied with their RoboDad, Best Use of
VFX/Animation (Media Content18 Film Festival).
Director and lead animator, Garrison, who graduated
high school in 2018, learned animation via books and tutorials, and is now being mentored. CM is interviewing WAS
for the next issue, which features animation.
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INSIRATIONAL TRENDS LEADING CHRISTIAN ENTERTAINMENT

Hooking Up with ’Get Yoked’ Dating Spoof
By Kristen Collier
_________________

Creative Motion magazine Editor

On February 8, Chip Rossetti, of Rossetti Productions,
announced an unusual casting call, because “There’s No
Sin In Marriage, But There Is In SINgle.” Rossetti is the
mastermind behind the hilarious Christian dating spoof
Get Yoked, “because it doesn’t matter who you hook up
with, as long as you’re not single the rest of your life,” per
the show’s tongue-in-cheek premise.
“There’s nothing wrong with laughter,” Rossetti told
CM. “There’s no reason that, just because we are Christians, that we can't laugh and have a good time. That’s
the basis of Get Yoked. It’s just a fun, family-friendly
comedy that people can enjoy. It’s not ‘on the nose’ in
terms of its theology. It’s just fun and clean.”
Rossetti is taking a new attitude toward casting in this
production. “Instead of the traditional type of Casting
Call, we are looking to see what YOU got and what you
can bring to the project,” the producer posted to the Get
Yoked Facebook page. “What we would like to see is you
do a short video as if you were submitting to a dating
website.” The producer’s approach sounds fun. “You create the character and why they are looking to get matched
up with someone using the Get Yoked website. We may
use the character you create in the show, or cast you in a
character we are creating in the show,” the casting call
post read. “We have several recurring characters that we
are casting for, as well, so your ‘audition’ video should
show us what you got.”

Chip Rossetti, founder at the helm of Rossetti Productions.

CM highly approves of Rossetti’s raison d’etre for creating comedy. “These days it seems like most movies and
TV shows are reboots, or are simply telling the same stories over and over again, especially in the Family and
Faith-Based genres,” he told CM. “We wanted to do
something different, something original and something
that is clean. Something that the whole family can gather
around and watch together. This is the basis of a lot of the
things we are doing moving forward. Our other new programs, The Dream Motel and Double Occupancy, are the

‘Get Yoked’ creator reveals idea began as a dating spoof website
walk—something centered on Christ, rather than prep
for marriage. I said a prayer and told God if there was
just one website doing that I would let the idea go. I
found nothing. Every search, every link, they said
Christian singles went to dating sites. I was furious.
Being a comedy writer (I ran a drama ministry called
Righteous Insanity for 24 years), my response was to
create a parody Christian dating site called Get Yoked.
The site shut down a few years ago as it never found an

Get Yoked is based on a concept and parody website
of the same name, created in the early 2000's,
by award-winning writer, John Cosper, who is founder
of the drama ministry/film company, Righteous Insanity. Cosper told CM:
Get Yoked came about 13 years ago after my wife
and I got engaged. Having been through a lot of ups
and downs as a single myself I felt a need to create
something to encourage Christian singles in their
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same way. Just fun, family-friendly content.”
“Double Occupancy is a straight on, family comedy,” the producer said, and stars the award-winning
musical duo the Chrisagis Brothers. “The Chrisagis
brothers wanted to do something clean, in the vain
of older sitcoms, like Laverne and Shirley, The Bob
Newhart Show, etc. The pilot script, that we will be
shooting in May is hilarious, and we will be announcing additional cast soon.”
Rossetti’s upcoming The Dream Motel, which “is
sort of a cross between The Twilight Zone, Quantum
Leap and Highway to Heaven,” is definitely on
CM’s radar. “We have already shot 3 episodes,” Rossetti said, “and are going to be shooting another 7
episodes in March and April.” But that’s not all Rossetti Productions is up to. “We are actually heading
to Tennessee this coming Friday to shoot our new
movie, The 3,” he said, adding “We have an amazing
cast on this one, including Jefferson Moore, Darryl
Worley, Cylk Cozart, and more.”
As for Get Yoked, “I think you’re gonna’ recognize
some of the cast,” Rossetti said. “The plan is to hopefully shoot the pilot episode for it in late May, or in
June.” Considering that the need for more entertaining entertainment is a prime issue of this issue, CM
knows this is God’s perfect timing that we became
aware of Get Yoked. Because “There’s No Sin In
Marriage, But There Is In SINgle.”

John Cosper (continued)
audience, but after posting the videos on YouTube a few
weeks ago, Chip reached out about developing a series.
Here’s hoping it becomes something that not only makes people
laugh, but helps fill that void the
church created for singles online.
Most of the original Get Yoked
videos are on my YouTube channel
along with a number of other Christian comedy shorts. There’s even a
series starring a zombie puppet
named Clive, and all of those shorts
have Christian themes interwoven
John Cosper.
with all the silliness.
Cosper added, “Righteous Insanity was my creative life
for 24 years,” but “I’m in the process of handing [it] over to
one of my students.” Cosper now writes children’s ministry
curriculum for Children’s Ministry Deals, and publishes fiction, skits, plays, makes films. He also had a touring group
and produced a local plays. “Writing has led me down some
crazy roads and I’m always surprised what’s around the next
corner,” he said. “Excited to hear what’s happening up north.
(I’m in southern Indiana.) If anyone up there needs a script
writer with a knack for comedy send ‘em my way!”
CM hopes we'll be callin' for this southerner soon.

COMING IN OUR NEXT ISSUE OF CREATIVE MOTION

Grand Rapids: A Christian Disney, Hollywood?
Should Christians produce entertainparent company publishing our cover story,
ment, or just use our hard-earned money
John Ramirez’, current books.
preaching the Gospel? But what if enterFor our upcoming series, CM interviewed
tainment could teach? (Think Tennessee
people like preeminent animation historian
Tuxedo, the original Sherman & Peaand professor, Ray Pointer, who lives in
body.) Would it be worthwhile spending
Grand Rapids and worked for decades at the
money on it then, to help save souls ?
major studios. And Rick Rekedal, former
West Michigan is the birthplace of aniChief Creative of the Global Franchise Group
mation in America, or more accurately
at DreamWorks, where he worked for 20
Tennessee Tuxedo and his friends.
said, the home to “the father of animation in America,”
years, and who is now Executive Vice President at Breyer
and his name wasn’t Walt. It was Winsor McCay and the
Horses. We also have commentary from area business
leaders to show just how ready, willing, and able the busihighest award in animation is named for him. He was a
ness community is in West MI to open their arms to a
Christian, as is Disney’s Glen Keane, a current winner,
Christian Hollywood and Disney.
and other top people in animation and comics. Nate ButConsidering Walt said to McCay’s son, “All this should
ler, a comics ministry founder, has been called a modern
have been your dad’s,” CM thinks it’s apropos to build a
day Jack Kirby (he created the likeness of Spider Man).
Christian entertainment network in the home of McCay’s
Along with animation’s West MI roots, it is also home
birthplace, to honor his legacy in animation.
to much Christian industry, including Baker Book House,
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BRIDGING MAINSTREAM TALENT WITH CHRISTIANITY

Bold enough to leave
Hollywood behind
Cheryl Felicia Rhoads is an actress, acting
coach, comedian, and writer. She is one of
the boldest Christians CM has ever come
across and we are in awe of her. Her fearless
faith emboldened her to leave Hollywood,
despite many job offers, and to strike out on
her own, to launch The Cheryl Felicia
Rhoads Northern Virginia Acting School.
Cheryl is a devout, conservative, familyoriented Christian who has stood up to some
of the top names on the biggest shows, and
came out on top, because she did it respectfully. She is the epitome of I Peter 3:15-16.

Cheryl, can you tell our readers a bit
about yourself and your faith background?
I have been acting professionally for forty
years. (I could lie and say I was “two” at the
time, but that would undermine my claims
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of a faith background! :-) Be that as it may, actually, I was
taking classes at The Second City and then became one
half of a comedy team called The Fine Line, back in 1979.
My partner and I were opposite in every way—(from matters of faith to political worldview) which is probably
what made us funny together on stage! McLean Stevenson (from the TV show MASH) saw a TV special my comedy partner and I did in Chicago, and he brought us out
to Hollywood. We then did The Merv Griffin Show.
TV comedy producer, George Schlatter (Laugh-In),
saw us and hired us as series regulars and writers on an
NBC variety show, The Motown Revue With Smokey
Robinson. There, we worked with Ray Charles, Dean
Martin, Pee Wee Herman, Wilson Pickett, Weird Al
Yankovich, Chaka Khan, Ricky Nelson, and Martha
Reeves (of The Vandellas). Later, I guest-starred on The
Tracey Ullman Show, Saved By The Bell, The Client,
Married With Children, Any Day Now, and Rodney (to
name a few). And I was a series regular on NBC in an ensemble family drama, Against The Grain along with Ben
Affleck. However, I believe that my biggest legacy (so far)
is that I starred in the title role in The Mother Goose Video Treasury. (I did the latter in the late 1980’s. And
many grew up knowing me as Mother Goose!)
My dad was Southern Baptist and my mom was an
Irish (Roman) Catholic. My dad was the one who was the
more outwardly devout. Meanwhile, my mom was a
short, feisty, newspaper columnist and I think politics
was her real religion. Yet, she surprised me one time,
when I was upset that a famous TV star tried to intimidate me to go along with her political view on some issue.
I cried to my mom that I should have stood up to this
woman. And my mom, who never made religious references (even though she went to parochial school when
she was growing up) comforted. As I wept, due to feeling
I had failed under fire, my mom shrugged and said to me,
“Hey, Peter denied Christ three times, and he was the
rock of the church, and the first Pope...so what’ya gonna
do?” (My brothers and sisters are still amazed when I recall that incident to them.) But her point was, hey even
the best of us fails in the crunch, but there will be other
chances to take a stand...and there were!
But my dad was raised in a Bible-reading family, in
fact, my dad’s father and mother were the church elders,
who hired Billy Graham for his first and only job as a
church pastor at The Village Baptist Church, in Western
Springs, Illinois. Last year, when Reverend Graham lay in
state at the Nation's Capitol in Washington DC, my brother and I showed a photo of the young Rev. Billy Graham
with our grandparents—to Franklin Graham. Apparently,
Billy and his then new bride, Ruth Graham, often ate
Sunday dinner over at my Grandma and Grandpa
Rhoads' house. My oldest sister (who is 20 years my senior) said she remembered these gatherings well! By the

Cheryl Felicia Rhoads in The Mother Goose Video Treasury production, 1987.

way, I am the youngest of six children that span a 20 year
age difference. And we all have had different faith paths.
That oldest sister, Virginia, has been a Lutheran Sunday
School teacher. Meanwhile, I am Catholic and taught catechism classes to children making their first communion.
However, my brother calls me a “Joel Osteen Catholic” (and I love Joyce Meyers, too!). I also have often attended The McLean Bible Church in Northern Virginia.
However, like the young pastor/and Olympic runner proclaims in the film, Chariots Of Fire, I feel that the main
goal and guide in this life, is to “feel God's pleasure.”

Why did you leave a successful career in Hollywood
to start an acting school in the DC area?
There were two main reasons. I was constantly
shocked at age inappropriate scripts for younger actors,
from age 8 to 14. (And there were plenty of scripts that I
turned down as a performer, myself!) Also, I was getting
tired of all the ideological scripts that were forced on
adult actors, via intimidation, by agents and other powers. I turned down 16 jobs either for myself, or coaching
actors, due to material that I found objectionable. Secondly, even though I had many friends, and I was working (although as I said, I began turning down more
work), it had just become an environment that I no longer wanted to be a part of anymore. So then I decided I
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Left to right: Cheryl Felicia Rhoads with Fran Allison (of Kukla , Fran and Ollie), June Foray (voice of Rocky the Flying Squirrel) and comedian, George Carlin.

have an eye for casting and characters, and so it all feeds
into each other. In one screenplay, there is a character in
that script that is based on me. At one point, she talks
about her Hollywood and general theater experiences
where her world view is in conflict with most she knows.
She grows in her struggles as she learns from the past of
the two main characters, who hold opposite world views,
and yet they are best friends. The late Charles Krauthammer warned about “Tribes” in our country (and not learning from the divisions in Europe and Canada). In focusing
on their own tribes, I believe that people miss the point,
perhaps God wants us to be one big tribe—His.
In theater classes, when I was in school and then later
getting started professionally, people were always fiercely
in competition with one another. In my classes (and with
characters in scripts), I look for how people can help each
other as they strive together. This country was founded on
E Pluribus Unum, Out of Many, One. In that tradition,
God gives many different talents to become one with Him.

wanted to live closer to my brother, Mark, in Northern
Virginia, near DC. Mark is a former Illinois State Senator,
and writer. He has been my publicist for my acting school.
And now I have had over 6000 students of all ages.

Most people know you as an acting coach. How does
this experience influence your writing, in particular your
two screenplays you’re working on?
Well, I will again say many people knew me first as
Mother Goose. (You would be surprised how many parents of students of mine grew up on The Mother Goose
Video Treasury, that I starred in, when I was living and
working in Hollywood.) Even so, I taught back then, too.
Now, I have been a member of The Writers Guild since
1985, and during my comedy team days we always wrote
about people we knew. And in working with actors, and
still acting myself, I find it helps me to write dialogue
which really reflects how people talk. And it is also a case
of visa versa...when I will find monologues for my acting
students in monologue books, where the characters are so
(for a lack of a better word) “artsy” or overly literary. The
speeches can be just too complicated to be believable. In
those cases, I often think to myself, “...people just don’t
talk that way!” (Unless it is Shakespeare, which is a different kettle of fish.) But in influencing my screenplays, I also

In public there’s a general perception that actors are
self-centered. But Exodus 14:14 says, “The Lord will
fight for you, you need only to be still.” What would you
say to actors to encourage them to be still, take a step
back, and trust God to bring them the roles He wants
them to have?

Left to right: Cheryl Felicia Rhoads with Dale Evans and Roy Rogers, comedy partner, Doug Wood, and television pioneer and entertainer, Steve Allen.
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I tell acting students to think, “How can I help?” (And
some get that wrong and fret as they think, “How can I
self-promote?”) Yet, I do believe that the Lord will fight
for you! Now, of course you can advocate for yourself,
but this deep concern and thought of “How can I get
ahead?”...well, it is counter-productive. One needs to
think what is worth spending my time on? “Is this script
something I can be proud of?”
Again, I go back to the line from Chariots Of Fire...does
it bring “God’s pleasure?” I am constantly taken aback by
Christian actors who perform roles or produce scripts
that undermine not only the concept of pleasing God, but
become another tool in unraveling society. There are
some famous, self-proclaimed Christian actors that are
often in edgy, and counter-productive scripts. They justify
those choices, saying how they act in their everyday life is
with Christian intent. I think they are fooling themselves. Now, absolutely, one can be like a member of The
French Resistance in WW2. Back then, you wouldn’t have
gone up to an SS Officer, and introduced yourself, and
say, “Hey there! I'm Pierre with the Resistance!” But with
that said, there are some that reinforce crudeness and
edginess. They say they ultimately will change people by
first drawing people in. Perhaps, but instead, they may be
the ones changed...not the other way around.)
On actors and producers, where do I think the line
should be drawn between personal ambition and serving
God? Again, feeling God’s pleasure is a good guide.

Cheryl Felicia Rhoads with comedian, Jonathan Winters.

and a Liberal who are best friends from the 1960’s
through the 1980’s. Also, one is a man of faith, the other
is not. It is a poignant, comedic-drama, told in flashback
from the present time. Its theme reminds me of an old
commercial I recall from my childhood. In the latter, an
announcer boomed in a deep voice the following thoughts
—as these words popped up on the screen: “I may not
agree with what you say, but I will defend to the death,
your right to say it!” Our society needs to be reintroduced
to the latter concept.

Any final thoughts?
I read two books every morning, starting out in 2019. I
read daily meditations from Jesus Calling. The other
book is entitled The Point of It All. The latter is the last
book with columns from Charles Krauthammer, who was
a deeply religious man of the Jewish faith. He was a great
thinker and a great defender of Christians (and saying
“Merry Christmas!”) Krauthammer died last summer and
his son, Daniel, published this last book of his dad’s columns, on his father’s behalf. These books are life altering.
The point is to be centered, by focusing on faith, and focusing on something larger, outside of one’s own realm
and routine. I read these, and other inspirational, faithbased materials, first thing in the morning to help guide
my mindset for the day.
Finally, there is a tongue twister I do with all my students to improve diction. We say Unique New York, only
in addition to saying it, I have each student sign it. (I had
a deaf student who taught me how to sign it.) In that vein,
we each have a unique role in life to play—but if we are
praying for the wisdom and action to find His path, God
won’t waste those gifts He has given us. Yet, each path
will be necessary to His perfect plot, or story...and
unique.

What is God doing in the DC area in media?
A lot! (And through many sources and resources.) Just
one is Hollywood Prayer Network that has a branch here
in DC. In addition, we just have many believers working
in the film industry here. Plus, I am excited to see more
and more people focusing on quality. The message won't
get through if the story, or storytellers, don’t strive for
professional, artistic standards of quality.

What projects are you most excited about?
Well, I am pleased about The First Lady, of course. I
have a small part, but I did a lot of casting for that film.
I’m excited for many of my students cast in that fun story.
I am also going to be in the film Billy and Blaze, a film
about a young equestrian and his horse. I portray the
boy’s disapproving piano teacher. She flirts with the
young boy’s grandfather, who is also an equestrian
(portrayed by Gold Medalist, Tad Coffin. But in reality,
my character hates horses! It’s a fun role!)
Also, I have written, and co-written, a couple of films I
will be producing. One is a ghost story, entitled Reunion.
Then there’s another film (and there’s a play version,
too), entitled Honorable Differences. The latter is a film
loosely based on historical events and a relative’s personal experiences. It follows the friendship of a Conservative

How can our readers pray for you?
Pray for me to help others through my teaching, my
acting and writing, directing, and producing. But foremost, pray that I will feel “God’s pleasure.” (And may
your readers feel that in their lives, too!)
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DIGITAL MOVIE MAKING ON A SHOESTRING BUDGET

Making a Motion Picture for Only $1,000

From left to right: Izzy Polnaszek, art director Catherine Doughty, script supervisor Madison Perkins, director John K.D. Graham, writer Alexandra Boylan.

Alexandra Boylan, writer, producer and chapter director for the Sherman Oaks (CA) branch of the Hollywood
Prayer Network, shot a movie for only $1000. She conveys in this interview how she did it and her love for
filmmaking.

making films. We always come from a place of love for
creating over being about the bottom line. I think if you’re
in this industry for monetary gain more than creative joy,
you will bail out pretty fast. I always encourage people to
really assess if they love making films, before dedicating
your life to the hustle, because it’s a non-stop hustle.

Alexandra, what can you tell our readers about this?
We made At Your Own Risk (Amazon, iTunes) with a
$1,000, all-in, production budget, and an on-set team of
four, because we wanted to test the self-distribution market. I have sold three feature films to major distribution
companies, and my team and I were very curious to know
if we could try and go it alone. So far the film has been a
great success for us. We were able to deliver it to iTunes
and Amazon, and the movie was accepted, and it is up on
those platforms.
The reviews are coming back all very positive and we
are learning the analytics behind the sales of our film.
When you sell your film to a distribution company they
do not share the analytics with you, so you can’t really
learn who your audience is and where they are buying
your film. This is a great experiment for us to be able to
learn and know that very valuable information. We love

What tips did that movie-making experience teach
you, that you can share with our producers?
One big tip I can offer is: I really learned the value of
making trades instead of asking for things for free. We
traded drone footage of a large piece of property in the
New Mexico desert in exchange for shooting two days on
their property for our film. I have learned when it comes
to locations, or props, or costumes, it’s best to find a way
to trade instead of just asking for everything for free. Be
creative in finding out what you have that someone else
could benefit from, then offer it in exchange for what you
need. Also, be sure to credit everyone who works on your
film. If you need a hundred extras for a day, include tem
in the final credit roll of the film. People are more likely
to show up and give you a day of their time if they get
14

their name in the credits. We credited five hundred extras
in our movie Catching Faith, and that small act of kindness goes a long way for the people involved. Take the
extra minute to take care of the little details that will add
value to someone else’s time, that money can’t even buy.

Get to know Alexandra Boylan
Alexandra, tell us a little about yourself and your faith?
I grew up in Georgetown MA, where my father is the minister of the Byfield Parish Church. So growing up in a minister’s
home definitely shaped
my faith and beliefs, but
then when I moved to Los
Angeles in 1999 (I was
only nineteen), my faith
took a very personal turn. I
was very blessed to grow
up in a super supportive,
very loving family, my
parents encouraged my
love for the theater and
my desire to be an actress.
My parents were wonderful examples of the unconditional love that Jesus
provides. I even shot my
film Wish For Christmas in my father’s church, and my parents
put up five crew members in their house for the duration of
the shoot.
How did you discover the Hollywood Prayer Network?
I met [Hollywood Prayer Network founder] Karen Covell
through a mutual friend in Los Angeles. I am so thankful to
have connected with the HPN network, it has been very encouraging for me on my film journey of creating faith-filled
films. Karen is an amazing connector, and I love meeting new
believers in Hollywood. We need to be surrounded by supportive people, or we will crumble out in LA LA Land. I open
my home once a month for Christian women in entertainment
to gather, network, mingle and hopefully find their tribe.

What can you tell us about the new distribution
model you used? How did that work for your purposes ?
We chose to self distribute At Your Own Risk using an
aggregator called Distriburr.com. Aggregators work
kinda’ like the opposite of a major distribution company.
A distribution company pays for your film up-front and
then takes on all the expenses of marketing your film, and
packaging it, and shipping it to big-box stores around the
country. But then they keep a lot of the back-end money
your movie receives from its sales. An aggregator is paid
up-front by you to put your film on the platforms of your
choosing, and then once the film is accepted by a platform and is available for sale, they step aside and all the
money revenue stream comes directly from the platform
to you, as the filmmaker.
Of course, all of the marketing for your film lies solely
on your shoulders. You’ll have to do the legwork to make
sure your audience knows the film is available. This was
our plan from day one of making this film. It was a co-op
between every person who worked on the film; we all
worked on the film for back-end points. We also wanted
to see behind the curtain of the analytics, so this was the
best form of distribution for us for this project. That’s
why we made it for such a little budget, so there wasn’t
really anything to lose. This is an experiment that we will
be constantly learning from.

I hired a professional PR rep when I made my live action, choose your own adventure APP game. Honestly, he
was very expensive and we never saw any real traction
from his work. Helenna Santos, my co-producer and star
of At Your Own Risk, and myself have been doing all the
press releases and connecting with press outlets, trying to
get people to do reviews of the film and spread the word.
Sometime when you want something done you got to do
it yourself. And at the end of the day, no one is going to
work harder than you are for your own film.

It's been said that marketing is the most important
aspect in making a successful movie. But we all know
how hard do-it-yourself social media marketing is—do
you recommend hiring a professional or have any tips?
Actually, the most important aspect of your film is your
poster. It is the click bait between you and your audience,
literally clicking the buy button. So don’t skimp on your
poster design. Hire a professional company to create your
poster art, because it is the most important piece of marketing between your film and your audience.
As for social media marketing, you are so right - it is
extremely challenging and that’s why we wanted to learn
our analytics, so we knew how to target our specific audience with Facebook and Instagram ads. Otherwise, we
are just shooting in the dark if we don’t know who to market the film to.
Always researching the best hashtag for your product is
super important, and finding a niche audience is very important, too. I always made films that have a built-in audience, which takes a lot of the guessing game out of marketing. It’s best to know who your audience is before even
making the film.

Any last thoughts for our readers?
I published a book called Create Your Own Career In
Hollywood: Advice from a Struggling Actress Who Became a Successful Producer. It’s available on Amazon in
Kindle and print, and is a great source of information on
all things independent filmmaking. It follows my career
from my first feature film to my third, and gives an indepth look at the process. It’s all the stuff I wish I knew
when I started making my own films.
Also, if you would like to receive a free download of our
behind-the-scenes feature and commentary from our
film, At Your Own Risk, just rent or buy it on Amazon or
iTunes, review the film, and take a screen grab of your
review. Send it to our email address, atyourownriskmovie@gmail.com, and we will send you the filmmaker bundle for free!
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HOW TO SECURE FILM OR TV FINANCING

Dr. Stan Responds to Key Cash Concerns
____________________________________
“No savvy investors (in anything) will invest...
without at least three bankable
attachments...”

____________________________________
CM asked Stanley Williams, Ph.D., Hollywood Script
and Industry Consultant, to help us understand film financing, as it is always a filmmaker’s top concern. Dr.
Williams has written financial business plans for producers in L.A. and movies he’s consulted on have earned over
a billion dollars at the box office, so we are very grateful
for his help in explaining this very complex subject in layman’s terms.
Dr. Williams said there are three main ways of securing
film financing: 1. Working with experienced investors. 2.
Working with investors new to the industry. 3. Seeking
sponsors.

Dr. Williams, what do business owners consider a
good investment in regards to film or TV projects?
There are at least two, or three, broad answers to the
question [of how to secure film finance and investors].
Both answers assume the investors are (a) technically
(under SEC rules) an “accredited” investor, and (b) used
to taking big risks and willing to take a total loss. Those
are two different criteria.

Dr. Stanley Williams, Hollywood script and industry consultant.

have a financial history), not on emotional reactions.
Now, there are a lot of qualifications in what I just
wrote.
For one thing - and probably the most important - is
the “package.”

What about in the instance of experienced, Hollywood-type investors?
If the investors are savvy and knowledgeable about the
industry, then they will take an initial look at a “package”
if the producers get two, or three, letters of commitment
(attachments) from “bankable” cast or crew. What the
savvy investor does then is send the “package” to a completion guarantor, or an industry bank package evaluator
to technically and financially evaluate the package. I’ve
worded this carefully to explain that nothing is done
(normally) on someone’s endorsement, or “taste,” but
rather on bankable metrics. (How much money have you
made lately?)

Can you explain what you mean by “package?”
No savvy investors (in anything) will invest in a highrisk, motion picture enterprise without at least three
bankable attachments, of cast or crew, who have demonstrated in the marketplace that the projects they commit
to make money.
So, if you get Mel Gibson and Meryl Streep attached,
you can get the funding and investors will climb on
board. But attaching Jim Caviezel and Brian Bird
(although both have a large number of credits and are
very good at what they do and are connected well in Hollywood) will NOT get you your funding alone, because
neither can “open” a film on their own. (Although Brian

What are bankable metrics?
While the bankable metrics are based on opinion, the
opinions are based on financial forecasts, which are based
on actual comparables (other shows of similar genre that
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could open a project on the Hallmark Channel, as he has
a very successful series running there now: When Calls
The Heart.)

sponsored programming. I’ve produced and aired dozens
of programs on eight different Christian television networks. Typically, such networks make their money by
asking the producers of the program to BUY time on their
network…unless the programming is very good, unique,
and the network wants it. (Of the eight networks my programming has been on, I only paid for sponsor time one
time. The effort to make the programming good and
unique was the trick for me.)

What else is important in a package?
The package also has two other elements: a wellcovered (reviewed and rated high) script, and partial
funding, perhaps seed funding. At that point, a distributor (e.g., a network that has a history of buying “seasons
of programming”) will look at your project, and if their
marketing gurus think it’s salable, will give you a commitment letter, and you can then shop for investor, studio, or bank financing.

Is that how stations like PBS functions?
Finding sponsors is also how networks like PBS work,
which is where one of my documentaries aired. Now PBS
won’t pay you for the programming (like a commercial
network will), and you don’t have to buy sponsored time
if the program is good enough. But PBS will ask you to
pay to prepare the programming for network release. This
can cost from nothing (if you’re good at editing and preparing files for broadcast, which was true in my case) to
$35,000 for PBS to do it for you.
In that case, the producer of the program has to find
sponsors to pay for that…unless you have extra money
laying around. Thus, there is no profit return for a nonprofit TV network, but the sponsor may get his, or her
name, out there. This can also work well if the filmmaker
can find a corporate sponsor to pay for the production,
including the producer’s time. This is how most documentaries get aired and documentary producers make a
living.

Is a commitment letter enough?
The commitment letter is only good for 50-80% of the
production funding with a bank. You’ll have to find the
rest on your own, or if you have very good attachments,
you might be able to get “Gap Financing” for the remainder. Gap Financing (from a specialty bank) is “last in/
first out” loan money at a premium rate.

What about if you’re working with investors who are
new to the film industry?
If the investors are neophytes and NOT knowledgeable
about the industry, they will want collateral to protect
their investment, like the mortgage on your house, and
no producer in their right mind will do that. (Except successful producers are a bit crazy and they do this all the
time, which is one reason why divorce is rampant in Hollywood.)
In this case, the smart neophyte investor will seek out
the packaging evaluators in Hollywood and do much of
what is done in “A” above, but with less due diligence…
depending on how interested they are in getting into the
business. Hundreds of millions are lost this way.

For more information visit: moralpremise.com
Dr. Williams’ blog: moralpremise.blogspot.com

Dr. Stanley Williams, Author

What about placing programs on non-profits, like
Christian networks?

Stanley Williams,
Ph.D. is author of
The Moral Premise:
Harnessing Virtue
and Vice for Box
Office Success. This
book has been called
“The most powerful
tool in my new tool
box,” by actor Will
Smith, "A total game
changer,” by Tonight
Show with Jay Leno
Sr. Writer, Michael
Jann, and
“...required reading...for every working Hollywood
screenwriter," by
producer, Brian Bird,
among others.

I’ve aired dozens of programs on networks a little larger than [a mid-sized Christian network], and typically
they make their money by asking producers of the program to BUY time on their network in order to get it
aired. In that case, the producer of the program has to
find investors to buy air time, and only if there is advertising to pay for that, does the investor get any money
back.
There is no return for a non-profit TV network. It’s like
PBS. PBS will air programs if they’re good enough and of
interest to their audience, but often times producers will
get a sponsor (a company) to pay for production AND air
time, in exchange for promotional considerations.

What about getting sponsors?
A third way [of securing finance] is what’s known as

Dr. Williams’ book The Moral Premise.
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CONFRONTING A FALLEN CULTURE WITH THE HOLY SPIRIT

By Kevin Collier
_________________

Creative Motion magazine Publisher

He has no sympathy for the devil.
Having seen evil literally face to face,
Evangelist and author John Ramirez can
show, and explain, the true nature of evil like
no other.
That has led to multiple movie offers for
his life story, Out of the Devil’s Cauldron,
which has received over 700 five star reviews
on Amazon. They’re almost all five star reviews.
Ramirez, originally from Puerto Rico, grew
up in a family that practiced Santeria. He was
the third ranked devil-worshipper in New

Evangelist/Author
John Ramirez on
Sid Roth’s television program, It’s
Supernatural.
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Evangelist/Author John Ramirez on Sid Roth’s television program, It’s Supernatural.

tioning the meat market.
“So not only the stuff that the devil, the people that do
movies—even Disney and all these other outlets that the
enemy uses, Harry Potter—everything that the devil uses
out there. You don’t see anything happening [with] Christians putting something out there that is really challenging that, or shutting the devil down, or exposing it. You
see that today even in the Christian world.”
He added that as many TV interviews as he’s done,
even “they are not out hitting the devil head-on.”
What does he mean?
“This whole industry—through media, radio, music,
CD’s, DVD’s, all that stuff—is just basically understanding that if they can dull your mind, they can control your
mind.”
Newton N. Minnow, FCC chairman, called TV programming “a vast wasteland” at a May 9 convention
speech delivered to the National Association of Broadcasters in 1961. So, the concern is anything but new, but
the level of evil has accelerated.
Ramirez points to his friend, the late Pastor David
Wilkerson of Times Square Church in New York City,
having shared the concern.
“David Wilkerson wasn’t against television, but he understood that if you spend enough time in front of the TV
whatever’s playing is gonna’ pollute your mind. It wasn’t
about that he hated television—David Wilkerson never
hated television—he understood that if you gave more
time to the TV, and the things you watch, that became
your god. And that’s what he was trying to expose.”
Ramirez, once the pastor’s bodyguard, conveyed
Wilkerson once said to him, “I see Jesus in you.”

York City. Ramirez was so powerful in the practice of
witchcraft that he used to see and talk to Satan personally. He routinely would cast spells against people and did
blood rituals with principalities and demons until Jesus
rescued him.
The journey of John Ramirez is well documented on
the numerous TV shows he’s appeared on, such as It’s
Supernatural, with Sid Roth.
Many Christians today believe that the entertainment
industry, and Hollywood in particular, is the biggest purveyor of filth in modern culture. Creative Motion asked
ordained minister John Ramirez specifically about the
industry, as it includes many practitioners of witchcraft.
He’s not afraid to name names.
When asked what percentage of the entertainment industry today is used by demonic forces putting out an
antichrist, family-destroying agenda, he replied, “I would
say around 98%.”
“Even the president calls the media ‘fake news,’ because if ‘I can sell you a lie, and make it real in your life,’
then I have something that I own on you, I own real estate on.”
Script-writers and authors would do well to heed this.
Deceptive words have power and consequences.
“When I was in witchcraft,” Ramirez said, “a devilworshipper, my thing was to empower my words, demonically, to control you, and make you understand that
whatever I’m gonna’ get to you through, words are gonna’
saturate you, and put you in a place that is believable
[mentally].”
Ramirez explained it’s not just the industry cranking
out antichrist sausage, but few people of faith are ques19

“You know, ‘What do you want
for Christmas, Bobby?’ ‘Oh, I
want all those videos that shoot
people up, blood in the scenes all
over the place, massacres!’ ‘Oh, I
already got that video for you,
Bobby, here’s the video!’ So, I
ask you parents, why are you
giving your kids the devil’s tools?
Why are you giving your kids the
John Ramirez, 8 years old.
devil’s tools?”
While society debates the long-term effect of virtually
reality video game violence, “reality violence” has real
numbers. The Parkland, Florida High School shooting
massacre just observed its first year anniversary—17 persons killed, 17 injured.
“So, later on, when your kid grows up, and he commits
a crime, commits a murder, you know where it started. It
started at your house,” Ramirez explains. “Because the
devil understood the reality of the enemy using these video games to infiltrate your kid’s mind, and made it a reality. He can practice that on real people.”
Chilling words for those of us who gave our child Call
of Duty while sending them to a Christian day school.
But what about family-friendly Disney? Even they put
demonic symbolism into their productions.
“Homosexual [agendas], too,” Ramirez said. “Not too
long ago, it was on TV—I think it was in the news—that
Ernie and Bert are homosexuals. Really? I grew up watching Ernie and Bert. There were no homosexuals back
then! So, now they’re homosexual. Really? So who put
that out there?”
And forget the classic scene where the prince plants a
kiss on the lips of a princess.
“Not too long ago they had a scene that—I think one of
the fairy tale princesses—instead of the prince kissing
her, she had some other chicks kissing her.”
Ramirez conveyed even children’s books are playing
the cultural gender game.
“That’s right,” he said. “So, no wonder Satan hates that
we’re exposing it. When I get up and do an interview, I
expose it!”
Ramirez is one evangelist that believes if you don’t
stand up for everything Godly, you’ll fall for anything.
“People think, that, you know, why am I judging? Why
shouldn’t I just shut my mouth? Why can’t I look the other way? Why can’t I say something different?” he said.
“I’m gonna’ say what God wants me to say. If you don’t
like it, cover your ears.”
Ramirez describes the Wonderful World of Disney today as too worldly, and anything but wonderful.
“Disney is demonic,” he said. “I had a friend—and I’m
not gonna’ get into the whole details—but he worked in
Disney, for security, and he had mentioned so many

Creative Motion asked Ramirez, a best-selling author,
speaker, and deliverance minister, to identify the greatest
perpetrators of the demonic agenda in the entertainment
industry today. It wasn’t just the usual suspects.
“You gotta’ understand, it’s all the way from Hollywood
on down. From Hollywood on down! All the way from
Hollywood—every movie that’s played out there—98% of
the movies out there are really, just to understand, they
get a hold of you.”
But not just the motion pictures.
“The TV shows are the same way,” he said. “I mean,
every TV show has something demonic in it. Every TV
show has curse words. Every TV show has profanity. Every TV show has immorality in it. Every TV show has sexuality scenes. Ain’t nothing out there glorifying the cross!
No one out there is saying, ‘This is the way to Jesus. Follow the Way.’ Everything is, ‘Follow the other way. Follow
the devil, bend your knee to the devil. Bend your knee to
the system of the society that we’re living in today. Bend
your knee to that. Worship that.’ That’s what they want us
to do.”
Ramirez, who says, “I love the Body of Christ, I love my
brothers and sisters in Christ,” opined about the state of
society today. “You know what the sad thing is about it?
It’s in our faces and we can’t even recognize it.”
Ramirez advises parents to lock demonic doors and
gateways that are open to their children.
“Christian parents need to really be in tune with the
things of God,” he said. “Because if you know your God,
you know that you’re putting your kids on dangerous
grounds when you give the kid the remote control, and
say, ‘Do whatever you want. Watch whatever you want.’”
It’s not enough to show concern for what’s broadcast,
but also an awareness of popular games played under the
family roof.

In 2018, former Sesame Street writer, Mark Saltzman, made headlines saying
he presented characters Bert and Ernie as a couple, basing their interactions
on his own homosexual relationships. Sesame Street Workshop, producers of
the show, denied the claim, stating the puppets had no sexual orientation and
were “just friends.”
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“I’m not surprised, my friend,” Ramirez responded.
But there may be more than that happening, but they’re
telling you just that.”
Even the word “‘haunted” invites the demonic.
“Because anything that you turn around and you call
‘haunted,’ you’re giving the devil legal rights to say, ‘Hey,
this is your place,’” he explained. “‘You come in and do
whatever you want.’ And the demonic demons are in
there doing whatever they want.”
Ramirez has been around and seen much. He has spoken in Muslim-overrun London, Germany, St. Croix, Canada, Japan, and more. He’s been on Christian TV shows
across the country, and The Travel Channel. His first
book—his life story—has been translated into Japanese
and Spanish.
Having been rescued from the occult and experiencing
Jesus’ Omnipotent power to route literally every single
demon, and demonic person, who’s tried to take him out,
Ramirez is fearless. He’s not afraid to drop names—
whoever it may be—of the biggest A-listers who once participated in occult rituals with him.
Creative Motion asked Ramirez how prevalent the
practice of witchcraft is in Hollywood today.
“If you’re talking about the A-class list in Hollywood, I
would [say] 90, about 95% of them are involved [with]
the witches and practices,” he said. “Down from Tom
Cruise, down from these other people, they’re practicing
stuff. And sad to say, you know...we watch the TV programs or the movies of these people, we think we know
them because they act a certain way on the screen, but
behind the screen they are Satanic, devil-worshippers.”
The recent success of Lea Remini’s exposé of Scientology has brought the issue out of the shadows.
“Even Scientology—even Tom Cruise with his own religion, Scientology—that is demonic!”

John Ramirez, Wanda Wilkerson, and the late Pastor David Wilkerson.

things happening in Disney that they keep out of the papers. I mean, it’s not good stuff, either! It’s demonic. With
kids.”
Ramirez thinks a strong Christian voices should be
challenging the declining culture.
“So, how is it that all this stuff happens and no one’s
saying nothin’ about it?” Ramirez asked. “The church is
not addressing it. You know—the church talks about the
devil, but never confronts the devil. Jesus said, ‘Upon this
rock I built My church and the gates of hell will not prevail.’ So God left the church here to fight off the kingdom
of darkness, but half the time we’re in bed with the kingdom of darkness, instead of fighting it!”
Ramirez desires Christians to rise up and become first
responders, spiritually.
“Because God didn’t leave the police, the fireman, the
first-aid people, or the army, to fight the demonic forces,”
he explained. “He left the church here to fight demonic
forces.”
Ramirez was asked if he’d heard the recent news stories how the Disney theme park Haunted Mansion ride
had to be closed and cleaned monthly, as it has become a
very popular place to scatter the cremated ashes of loved
ones. The Wall Street Journal reported on October 24
last year a park employee conveyed, “...you’ll know the
Ash Patrol has kicked into gear if you overhear ‘HEPA
cleanup’ over a walkie-talkie.”

Nicky Cruz and John Ramirez.
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Ramirez isn’t afraid to address Hollywood’s deepest
dark side.
“Baby sacrifices, pedophilia, all that stuff is ramping,
ramping nearer.” he said. “They’re all left-wing, Christian
haters, all left-wing Jewish haters, anti-Semitic people.
They got their own antichrist going up in the hills of Hollywood, all the way down.”
Recently in the news self-professed witches announced
that they were offended by President Trump’s use of the
expression “witch hunt, and wanted demanded protected
status, as a minority.
“These are fake witches,” Ramirez said. “These are
wannabe’ witches, cupcake witches. I used to hang out
with real witches I was involved with, the ones that really
were controlling the spirit realm. They didn’t advertise
their situation. They didn’t talk! These are fakes, phonies,
and wannabe’s. I would love to come on the show with
them, challenge them, see what they got!”
Ramirez likens it to the mafia.
“Do you ever see the mafia—as many times as John
Gotti got approached—‘Are you the godfather of the Gambino family?,’ he said, ‘Not me!’ A real mafia person never
advertises he’s in the mafia. A real demonic person, like
my former self—a General in the kingdom of darkness for
25 years—didn’t have business cards that advertised I’m a
witch!” Ramirez said.
I Love Lucy fans might be disturbed to know the
origin of Desi Arnaz’ signature song, Babalu. His character, Ricky Ricardo, performing the tune on the show, was
actually summoning a demon.
“Babalu is a principality in the demonic, Santeria
world,” Ramirez explained. “And in the Palo Mayombe
world—he moves from both sides of the spectrum—from
[Spiritualism] and Palo Mayombe, he moves on both
sides.”
Ramirez explained.
“There are three demonic entities in Santeria, Spiritualism and Palo Mayombe. Babalu is the principality that
rules and reigns on those three divisions. And he can

Hillsong’s Naked Cowboy appearance, 2016.

camouflage himself, depending on if he’s coming from a
Spiritual side, or he’s coming from the Santeria side, or
he’s coming from the Palo Mayombe side.”
Ramirez knows this from personal experience, having
done rituals to make contracts with specific principalities.
“Babalu is a demon that he [Arnaz] had. He actually
had his number one ceremony that he did, in Santeria,
and it’s called worship of saints. But it’s worship of demons. And then he chants that! If you go to Youtube, and
search the word Babalu, you’ll see ‘Ricky Ricardo’ come
out, and manifesting. He played the congas, and the conga is symbolic to the demonic world. It’s like when we
worship—as believers, we usher the presence of the Holy
Spirit when we worship—they use those instruments to
usher demons and principalities into their world.”
Ramirez has also names living actors when speaking at
churches around the country. We inquired about some
celebrities he’s mentioned, like Jay-Z and Beyoncé.
“They’re not hiding it!” he says emphatically. “They’re
not hiding it!” Ramirez said. “You see the Illuminati symbols they have on their t-shirts, in their clothing, what
they call their fashion line.”
He drops another name.
“You got Katy Perry, also, you know, Illuminati, the
eye. You know all that other stuff—they’re not hiding it.
The demon people came out of the closet, and the church
went into the closet.”
While people used to be ashamed to practice witchcraft, Ramirez reiterated, “They’re not hiding this stuff.
They’re selling it to us, and we’re buying their clothes,
we’re wearing these demonic symbols on our shirts, on
our backs and everything, and we call it fashion, when the
devil calls it a contract.”
Handing over ownership papers to the devil.
“You put on a demonic shirt that these people make,
well, you’ve giving the devil legal rights,” he said. “You got
a bullseye on yourself. The devil says, ‘I own you.’ But

Desi Arnaz performing Babalu on the I Love Lucy program, 1951.
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they call it fashion.”
We asked Ramirez about Christian entertainment,
when do producers get it right and where do they get it
wrong?
“Well, it depends. I mean, we have to come to a place
that we have to discern in our spirit when someone worships that they’re worshiping from a clean hand, clean
heart—we understand—that means you can see the presence of the Holy Spirit,” he said.
Ramirez sees that megachurches can present a problem crossing a Biblical line.
“When you got Christians out there like Hillsong, and
they’re putting a naked Santa Claus up on stage,” he
pointed out. “This mixture that the church is producing
and they’re calling it Jesus. They got the naked cowboy up
on the church stand—naked, in little Speedos, in his little
boots—they’re playing songs and they call it worship,
you’re polluting the altar of God. Okay? You’re polluting
the altar of God! Now you’ve made it an altar of Baal.
You’re releasing all that garbage into the spirit realm, and
all those people that are sitting there in the pews are being contaminated spiritually.”
He said they’re not worshiping God.
“You can raise your hands, doesn’t mean you’re worshiping God,” he said. “You can raise your hands under
that demonic activity and you’re worshiping the devil,
‘cause Jesus is not gonna’ show up under that. The Holy
Spirit ain’t gonna’ show up under that.”
Ramirez has had multiple movie offers in recent years
for his life story, CM asked Ramirez his goal when this
eventually comes to fruition.
“My goal in the movie would be something like The

Best-Selling Author Bookshelf
Out of the Devil’s Cauldron
810 Amazon reviews / 714 5-Star

Have you ever wondered if Satan
is real? In his book Out of the
Devil's Cauldron: A Journey from
Darkness to Light, John Ramirez
tells the story of how he was
trained to be the third-ranked
high priest of a satanic cult in New
York City, casting powerful witchcraft spells and controlling entire
spiritual regions. But what started
as a long spiral into the underworld ended in a miraculous encounter with Jesus Christ that
changed the course of his life.

Unmasking the Devil
520 Amazon reviews / 444 5-Star

Satanist-Turned-Evangelist, John
Ramirez, gives you the inside
strategy to defeat the Devil’s
plans! Many people, even Christians, deny the devil’s power. John
Ramirez experienced the prince of
darkness, up close and personal.
In the impoverished streets of the
South Bronx, John Ramirez found
“acceptance” from a family of
witches and warlocks. These practitioners of dark arts trained him
to be a high-ranking satanic
priest—before accepting Christ.

Armed and Dangerous
306 Amazon reviews / 284 5-Star

A dynamic battle plan identifies
the enemy’s tactics and equips
believers to live victoriously. Jesus
made it clear that the devil has
come to steal, kill, and destroy.
Hell is ready to unleash fury
against His followers. Many believers live in denial, letting the
enemy steal their blessings, destroy their relationship with Jesus,
and killing hope. Become armed
and dangerous against every adversary that threatens your relationship and growth with Jesus.

Destroying Fear
Upcoming release October 1, 2019

In the Christian Community, and
even in the world, the devil has
been a spiritual pharaoh, tormenting and getting away with his
number one weapon: fear. He's
been destroying lives for centuries, and stealing peoples' purpose and destiny by plaguing
them and paralyzing them with
fear. This amazing book, anointed
by the Holy Spirit, will give the
devil an eviction notice out of
your life, once and for all. A complete life of freedom.
Pre-order available today.
John Ramirez praying for people at a speaking event.
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“Fear is rampant in the church today. How is it that
fear has a grip on the church by the throat, and no one
has done anything about it,” he said. “Our Christian families being tormented by fear on every level, on every corner. We’re being tormented, whether it’s our families,
whether it’s our marriages, whether it’s our children,
whether it’s sickness, whether it’s in the workplace, we’re
being tormented by fear.”
Ramirez points to pulpits as being complacent and not
rallying a battle call.
“We haven’t come out with no spiritual warfare against
this devil called fear.”
Like Martin Luther, who said all fear was from the devil (sadness and disappointment, too, since it has to do
with death), Ramirez said fear is Satan’s strongest weapon against mankind.
“The number one arsenal of the devil is fear, because
that fear factor— when I was in the devil’s kingdom for 25
years—that’s the weapon he used to control the demon
people,” Ramirez said. “Now he’s using it to control the
people in the church. Because the devil’s like a spiritual
pharaoh.”
Some think Martin Luther saw devils where there were
none. But, with Christian “Baal” thanking Satan publicly
at the recent Golden Globe Award event, we, the Body of
Christ, give thanks for John Ramirez.
No sympathy for the devil. Put on your armor.
Pray for John Ramirez and his Ministry.
In Jesus’ Name. Amen.

Passion of The Christ, you know, realistic. Genuine. You
know, unfiltered. In a way that’s gonna’ glorify God one
hundred percent,” he explained.
That would include much gore.
“It ain’t gonna’ be watered down, mixture, none of that.
I’d rather do nothing, you know?”
Ramirez, who is beloved by millions of all ages in the
Body of Christ, would also like to reach young people, the
way he himself wished someone would have reached out
to him. He wanted someone to show him the love of Jesus, as a hurting boy growing up in the occult world.
“I’d like to do a comic book, one day,” he said, “Based
my first book [Out of the Devil’s Cauldron], like a Harry
Potter kinda’ thing, but not witchcraft. I’m talking about
on the level, on the capacity, to compete with these witches to win souls to Jesus Christ.”
We asked him one last thing, inquiring on the content
of his upcoming book he just finished in January.
“My latest book is called Destroying Fear, and it’ll be
out in October. It’s a book that people today, even believers—as much as I love my brothers and sisters, because I
have a love for the Body of Christ—I’m not even mad
about what’s going on. I’m just disappointed that people
haven’t really, you know. The Lord said that He has left
us to be a watchman on the wall, like David Wilkerson,
and we have left the wall. We went to the morgue and
never came back.”
Ramirez acknowledges fear has infiltrated churches in
America in current times.

John Ramirez with young children at various ministry events.
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CHRISTIAN COMEDIANS ‘STAND-UP’ FOR JESUS

If you think Christians aren’t cool
enough to take down Disney, you’re
dead wrong. Meet Christian comedian
Juanita Lolita. Yes, that’s her real
name, and she doesn’t speak Spanish!
Lolita is an example of Christians totally dominating in the mainstream. Not
only does she perform in mainstream
clubs, but the “Hillbilly Rican” closes
each show by saying, “You might not
have realized it, but you’ve just been
entertained by a night of clean comedy.
And I do it all for Him,” she says, while
pointing to Heaven.
CM asked the rising entertainer
about her pathway as a Christian comic, and what God’s doing with her life
that is certainly no joke.

Comedian
Juanita Lolita
takes her
humor to
the streets.

Juanita Lolita, can you tell us a bit
about yourself and how you became a
Christian comedian?
I am a wife mother and grandmother. Nothing extraordinary about me or
the life I led. I used to mow lawns for a
living and worked at Publix as a stock
clerk before God called me into this
comedy life.
Here is my story... I am a comedian.
(That’s still weird for me to say, let
alone type.)
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Juanita Lolita with Arsenio Hall, left, and Shawn Wayans, right.

emotion. He said to me, “I will give you this, but this is
not where I have called you.”
I knew then that God wanted me to perform in comedy
clubs. To be the “light,” as they say, and lead others to
Him. To give Him the glory. To let people know that God
loves them. That He gave His Son to die for them and that
all they have to do is accept Him into their heart and they
can be saved. With God’s prompting (several times), I left
Publix, first, and, two years later, hung up the lawnmower. Well, not literally because they are very heavy. It has
been an incredible journey.

A very strange series of events were orchestrated for
me to become a comedian. Like I stated earlier, I had my
own lawn care business (sole employee) and stocked
shelves at Publix.
It all started with one open mic a few years ago that
ended up being a contest. I ended up winning, that ended
up placing me in the Florida’s funniest person semifinals.
That ended up getting me into the finals, and in that I
ended up fifth, overall. (Whew…that’s a lot of ‘ended up,’
yet that’s not the end!)
Just months later (my 18th time on stage), I was performing in front of over 7,000 women at the World
Changers Dome in Atlanta. It was an incredible experience and it was there that God told me what He wanted
me to do. If you don’t know God, that’s a strange statement to read. (Even if you do know God that is a strange
statement to read.)
After I stepped off that stage I was overwhelmed with

Apparently you get some flak from other Christians
for performing in mainstream venues. Didn't Jesus go
to mainstream places?
Absolutely! Jesus was often criticized by the Pharisees
for associating with what they called “sinners and tax collectors.” But those are the people that need to know about
Jesus! What good does it do us to have the knowledge of a

Juanita Lolita was voted "Best of the Bay" with Creative Loafing Magazine, was a finalist for Florida’s Funniest Comedian, and recently a finalist
in The World Series of Comedy, Las Vegas. She has been featured on
NBC, ABC and the CTN. Her Latin flair and hillbilly background (Hillbilly
Rican) have quickly become a crowd favorite. Lolita takes pride in the
fact that she can make you laugh hysterically without profanity. Her
comedy focuses on observations from everyday life, that we can all relate to, and she closes out each show with her much anticipated “list of
things she doesn’t understand.” God bless her!
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Savior, and life eternal with Him, if we don’t share it and
proclaim it wherever we are?

I want people to see Christ in me and then to want
what I have [inside].

How do your performances in mainstream venues
the differ from those in Christian ones?

A comedian’s predicament is a little different from a
musician’s, or a singer’s. They deliver their performance
and receive applause after it's completed. A comedian
shares an interactive relationship with an audience that
goes on for the entire length of the performance. Explain how that dynamic can be both stressful and exciting.

The audience in a church knows who Jesus is, well,
hopefully, at least. My material doesn’t change. I perform
the same God-honoring comedy in the clubs that I would
do in a church. Performing in churches is wonderful, and
I love it. But I know that is not where I’m called. God
called me into those bar rooms, comedy clubs, and different venues to bring Him in there. That is my mission
field. I call it Stand Up For Him. Performing at a church
helps to fund my mission of performing in those other
arenas.

I think the reason its most stressful is because they always want you to do something new. If you are a singer or
a musician you have the luxury of performing the same
song over and over again, and that is what they want you
to do. Usually they don’t care for you playing new music;
they want to hear the old song that they know.
That’s not the case with comedy! They say, “Oh, that
was funny, but I’ve heard it before, what else you got?”
And writing jokes is not as easy as it seems. Jokes are
performed several times on stage before they are perfected. And comedy is very personal. You are opening up your
mind, and lots of times your life, for people to laugh at.
But I believe that's what we should all do. Be more lighthearted about things. Whether it be your marriage, your
workplace, whatever it is, try to find the joy in that.

Do you think Christians in general need to loosen up
a bit, and remember that God wants us to have fun in
this existence?
Of course! That is part of why I enjoy performing in the
comedy clubs. I want people to know that as Christians
we do have fun, we are full of joy. And we should be, because we know we have hope for the future!

So many times Christians give off this stoic air about
them, one without joy.

Do you think Christian movie producers should be
making more comedies, and employing comedians on
camera and as writers?

It’s as if they can’t have fun, or they can’t enjoy life.
That is so far from the truth. God gave us everything we
have for us to enjoy. We have such freedom in Christ!
Being a Christian is not this burden that so many people
make it seem like it is.

Yes, but I can understand their hesitation. You have to
know that the comedian you chose has a heart for Christ
and that should be the focus of what they’re doing. Truthfully, it should be the focus of what we are all doing.
There are quite a few comics that claim to be Christians
and clean, when in reality they are not. They are in it for

We have to stop that. How do we draw people into
Christ's Kingdom if we don't even look like we want to
be there?

Comedian Juanita Lolita takes her humor to the streets.
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the money. Saying what they need to say to get the job. I
guess that’s true in every job market.
But with comedy it’s extremely difficult. Several
churches have been worried about hiring a comedian because they’ve been burned in the past.
God didn’t bring me into comedy until I was in my forties. And I remember praying to Him, saying, “Why now,
God? Why would You have me do this now and not when
I was younger?”
And He spoke to my soul and said, “If I had given you
this when you were younger, would your faith have been
able to sustain you?” The reality is, it wouldn’t.
My faith has grown so much over the years that I have
learned to depend on God. It was the perfect time for me
to do comedy.
In the entertainment industry it would be very easy to
lose focus and think about self. To enjoy the applause, to
enjoy the accolades and give yourself the credit. But all
we do, and all we have, every talent, everything is of God.
It is a blessing from God. And He should receive all the
glory for that.
Comedians would be great to feature in movies, and to
collaborate with, in writing. I would love to do that.

What's the funniest thing that ever happened to you,
or that you witnessed, at a church?
I am a comedian, you can’t ask me that! I find humor in
almost anything that happens! That’s what my comedy is
all about.

Pastors are not comedians, but how can it be beneficial for a sermon to contain a little humor once in a
while?
It is entertaining. And it captures peoples’ attention.
That is one of the benefits of humor. My pastor, Pastor
Danny Hodges of Calvary Chapel Fellowship, St. Petersburg, is amazing at that. He brings the humor of his life
into the sermon he is teaching out of the Word. It’s good!

Do you have any interest in doing movies or TV?
Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes! I dreamed of being an actress
when I was little, just like everyone else did :-) so that is
on my bucket list. One line, in one movie, one time. If it’s
in God’s will, of course.

God has been opening a lot of doors for you recently,
what can you tell us about?
I am being interviewed for a magazine!
I had an audition with HSN, and was just on CTN's
Good News Entertainment show. A very secular magazine, called Creative Loafing, voted me “Best of the Bay,”
and wrote a paragraph about me being a clean, Christian
comedian. That was pretty cool! I also have 19 bookings
scheduled for February! God is incredible. Trust Him, do
what He’s telling you to do, and let Him do the rest. The
only regret you will ever have when you step out in faith is
that you did not do it sooner!

It seems like most Christian movies center on death,
terminal illness, and it all leads to that “come to Jesus
moment.” Do you think what the industry needs is a
good injection of humor, which tends to attract more
of a family-friendly audience?
Yes, it’s always good to have a variety of movies for
people to choose from. Yes, you definitely want those
“come to Jesus moment” movies, to show what the power
of God is, and can do, and will do, in a person’s life. But,
sometimes people just want to laugh! And showing them
that clean comedy is, and can be, enjoyable, is necessary.
People assume if it’s clean it’s not funny. Which can’t be
further from the truth.

People want to be entertained. But do you think
what's on TV these days, with prime time network programming and theatrical movies, that the entertainment industry has lost its ability to entertain?
Well, I don’t think they’ve lost their ability to entertain.
I think they are losing morality.
The society that we live in is pulling further and further away from God. And the mainstream entertainment
industry seems like they hate Jesus, family, and anything
wholesome. They keep pushing the envelope on how far
they can go, not because it’s entertaining, but just to see
if they can do it. And the sad thing is they are. Because
people are not standing up against things they should
stand up against. And we need to be. We can’t go along
with something just because everybody else does it. I do
believe that more and more people want to go back to the
family-friendly entertainment. Because the other is just
going way too far. Even in just commercials.

Juanita Lolita before appearing on Tampa Bay’s Morning Blend (ABC).
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BEHIND THE SCENES WITH AN ACTRESS AND A PRODUCER

Daily Bread’s Katherine Caruso Speaks
By Kristen Collier
_________________

Creative Motion magazine Editor

With the topic of End Times surging in the narrative
today, we were excited to hear about Nina May’s postapocalyptic show, Daily Bread, which we imagined was
like an alt-Christian Walking Dead. A quick perusal of the
show’s Amazon Prime description conveyed it was about
seven gun-toting ladies who were hosts of a cooking show,
but could no longer do so after an EMP knocked out electricity. For busy professionals not big on cooking, this
premise presents an appetizing recipe for success.
Actress Katherine Caruso, who plays the part of Skylar
in Daily Bread, is on CM’s menu today.
“She was a delight to work with and did a fabulous job
as the OCD set designer, turned Ninja, and protector of
the hotel Castle,” show producer Nina May said. “It was a
bit of the comic relief for Daily Bread.”
Caruso, who won Best Actress Teen and Best Actress,
Teen Fan Favorite, at the Christian Film Festival, conveyed likewise sentiments.
“Nina May is very nice...and she is pretty much a genius. When Nina decides to get something done–she gets it
done. Her ideas are brilliant and she is such a blast to
work on the set with–I really love working with everyone
on set, too.”
The SAG actress and martial artist, who also does
stunts and voiceovers, said the show was a year into production when she joined the production, but that it was
“super easy to jump in there.”
“Meeting Nina, Ron, Skip, and all the others the first
day–was like a dream. It was similar to meeting long lost
relatives for the first time,” she explained. “It was just
happening all like it was meant to be, so I believe everything fell into place.”
Caruso, who stated, “I devoted my life to God when I
was a teen and I have been his vessel since,” described the
“chance” encounter that led her to the role.
“I had a chance where I met a friend and he connected
me to his brother. I had literally just been sharing with
him a couple of recent projects, and had sent him a video
from them, and he says to me, ‘Oh, I told you my brother
is a filmmaker, and runs this production studio, and is
producing something called the Daily Bread, right?’”

Cast of Daily Bread: Alissa Dellork, Paola Torres, Sheila Avellino, Gabriela
Kostadinova, Francesca Finnerty and Katherine Caruso.

When asked if she took over another’s role, or if Skylar
was a new character created for her, Caruso opined that,
“I think [May] actually redeveloped the character into
something much more than it originally was. From what
she told me she developed my character further after
learning about my talents and my martial arts background.” She said the producer “wanted her character to
have kind of a surprise arc, and to also add some comedic
elements and fun to the script.”
Caruso added that May “was originally going to send
Skylar home to her family, and then after she brought me
on, she decided to give her a posse, and keep her as a
main character.”
Daily Bread’s favorable response hasn’t gone unnoticed, or unappreciated.
“It has had a tremendous amount of support and positive feedback,” Caruso said. “People compare us to The
Walking Dead, which is really funny. My friends and
relatives that watch it are all excited to binge watch it,
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and they have all loved what they
have seen so far. My husband took
a little bit of time into the first
episode to get into it, then he became hooked.”
Her character, Skylar, has received great response from the
public, as well.
“Everyone loves my character.
We all love my character, and I
Katherine Caruso.
love my posse,” Caruso said.
Creative Motion asked if any interesting End Times, or
supernatural occurrences happened in during the production of the series.

“Ha ha. Right after my husband and I finished watching the entire first six episodes our lights went out, and
we had an entire blackout in the whole neighborhood and
surrounding area. Nothing close to what is in the series,
though,” she said. “There have been a few discussions on
NASA about the solar flares, though, which I do find rather interesting.”
We also asked the actress what it’s like working with
six other fashionable Christian chicks.
“They are fantastic. All really interesting people,” she
said. “The other girls are really nice and everyone gets
along very well. I have worked more closely with the actors in my posse and got to know them really well. They
are super cool.”

Producer’s Perspective with Nina May
Here’s a bit of the backstory of
Daily Bread and The First Lady:
I had several ideas for scripts and
started working on them all…at the
same time. They ranged from romantic comedies to post apocalyptic, period pieces, science fiction, with action/
adventure sprinkled in.
I was working on two action adventure scripts, one dealing with cowboys
saving the nation from foreign nationals attacking the U.S., and the other
was bikers who were headed to Sturgis, foiling a plan to attack the U.S.
from within. As I started writing the
treatments for both, they sort of morphed into a novel which is now the
audiobook, Cowboys, Bikers and Fishermen.
But I shopped Daily Bread immediately, and had interest, but was challenged to turn the movie script into
seven episodes, which I did, and the
offer was made, but I was told it
would be two years in development.
At that time, flying back from California, I felt the Lord said He gave me
the film/series to make myself…not to
sell.
So, I come back to the D.C. area,
and four days later we had a casting
call for the eight major leads…the millennial women. And, fast forward two
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By Nina May
Special to Creative Motion magazine
_________________

From left: Drew Trementozzi, Steven Shulgach, David Craig, Jim E. Chandler, Christine Wasilewski, Nina

years, to the date when the major
studio said they would just be
through development…we had 13
episodes in the can, with distribution
arranged. It was totally a God thing,
and there is no way man could have
accomplished that without the Lord.
But at almost the exact same time
we were pulling the trigger on Daily
Bread, I was sending out the other
scripts to friends to get their feedback. I sent First Lady to Nancy Stafford, because I thought she would be
perfect in that role. But because I
never got the e-mail that she loved it
and wanted to play that part of Katherine Morales, I went into production on Daily Bread.
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Had I gotten that e-mail, I would
have started production on First Lady, and all those lives touched by
Daily Bread…may never have happened. And, we learned so much doing a series, and helped launched dozens and dozens of careers, and increased the production quality of First
Lady.
When I ran into Nancy at an event
we both spoke at in April [2018], she
asked about First Lady and told me
she wanted to play her. I was surprised, since I never got the e-mail
saying that, two years before. So we
chatted and started kicking around
names for the other roles.
She introduced me to Benjamin

Katherine Morales’ aides, along with Stacey Dash and
Jenn Gotzon. She totally held her own with these three
seasoned female actors and totally jump-started her career in acting. That is the goal of Renaissance Women
Productions…find undiscovered talent, give them an opportunity to be in a movie, or series, to showcase their
skills, and move to the next level professionally.
A mutual friend of Corbin Bernsen’s, gave him a copy of
the script and he liked the role of King Max and did a
wonderful job. He challenged everyone on set to step up
their game and helped fulfill that “educational” element of
an RWP production. He and Nancy had great chemistry
and were both a delight to work with. Everyone was
stretched by their professionalism.
Because I have been in Washington, D.C. for over 30
years, and have been to the White House many times for
meetings, have a business on Capitol Hill working with
congressional offices, had a TV show about political issues, and have always written political commentaries…it
was a natural for me to write a movie with D.C. as the
backdrop. And, I have always thought politics was comedic in nature, so a romantic comedy seemed a perfect fit.
One of my male principals actually works on Capitol Hill
and said he had a lot of material to work with, as far as
becoming that “annoying” character.
I came up with the concept for a woman running for
First Lady even though she was not married to the president, when someone asked me once if I would ever run for
office…like president. I said, without thinking…I would
rather be the First Lady…the major party thrower. They
said that would mean my husband would have to run for
President, and I think I said “not necessarily.” So, that
kicked off a fun idea of having someone not married to
the president run for First Lady.
It rained almost the entire time we were shooting in
VA, and we knew we needed one whole day with no rain,
dry ground, good temperatures, etc. Everyone was praying. Half a day before shooting all those exterior, out of
the White House scenes…it stopped raining, the sun came
out, the temperature was perfect and we got every exterior
shot we needed. The next day…it rained.
We also have about half a dozen more scripts we are
ready to pull the trigger on…some more complex than
others. We are ready to see even more miracles, in many
more productions, and touch lives that we would not ordinarily have contact with, other than being on a set together.
The friendships that are created and developed on productions like The First Lady and Daily Bread are miraculous and eternal. It is so wonderful to see the Lord knit
the Body of Christ together in a creative, fun, entertaining, educational, way. God calls us to be co-creators with
Him.
All we have to do is answer the call!

Nina May Daily Bread photo by Barry Morgenstein.

Dane, who was also a speaker at the same event, and I
thought he would be a perfect VP/President Taylor
Brooks. He agreed to read the script and loved the role.
He brought on four actors he had been working with in
an acting class, and we cast them as his immediate staff.
He suggested Jenn Gotzon for one of Nancy’s aides… and
the added bonus was her husband, Jim Chandler, who
became our 2nd AD (Assistant Director). He was indispensable, as he knew how to handle all the SAG paperwork, etc.
I ran into George Escobar, in Nashville, in mid-July at
the ICVM (International Christian Visual Media) conference, and told him I was looking for a First AD for this
new romantic comedy we were doing; he said he had the
perfect person, but if they couldn’t do it, he would like to
throw his hat in the ring.
I jumped at that, knowing it would be an honor to have
him work with us on First Lady. He brought even more to
the table than I had imagined and was a joy to work with.
I had been praying that the Lord would show me who
should be First AD and within a day…I run into him.
When the person I wanted to cast for young King Max’s
dad could not do the dates we were scheduled to shoot,
Jenn mentioned Robert Shepherd, who she had worked
with in the past, and he is perfect for the role! George
brought in Burgess Jenkins, who he had worked with before, and Nancy immediately thought of Tanya Christiansen for Mallory Carrington. They were PERFECT as the
Carringtons and just hysterical…total comic relief.
We did not do casting calls, or throw a large net to find
any of the principals. They were all word of mouth,
friends sharing the script and everyone wanting to play. It
was a miracle all the way around. I didn’t have a casting
director…I basically served in that role…casting all the
SAG actors, and Cheryl Rhoads, who has an acting school
in Arlington, and who helped cast all the other roles.
One of her students, Melissa Temme, was cast as one of
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ADDRESSING A CURRENT TOPIC IN CHRISTIAN MEDIA

Left to right: Mondo De La Vega, Zach Drew, Dorothy Reed, Denise Loffredo, Tricia Harmon, and Thom Stambaugh.

DC Comics’ ‘Second Coming’ Jesus Portrayal
On Wednesday, Ash Wednesday, March 6, DC Comics
was scheduled to make Jesus a superhero, vis a vis their
debut issue of the Second Coming comic.
CM is surprised they didn’t choose to release this comic on Easter Sunday, for the ultimate blasphemy, but perhaps “what the devil meant for evil, God will use for
good.” While DC Comics decided against publishing the
series, it made headlines and cultivated much discussion
among Christians.
We asked several of our commentators and guests to
offer up their two cents, or biblical sense!
Did the details concerning this comic book remove any
last excuses for Christians? Will they finally stop supporting companies that defile our Savior? What will you do to
counter displays of anti-Christian agendas? Will you still
watch DC movies, or TV shows produced by mainstream
companies that blaspheme God? Or will you focus your
expenditures on Christian productions and materials that
glorify Him?

Mondo De La Vega
Co-host of The Jim Bakker Show

As I read the article [about] the DC Comic, regarding
Jesus being portrayed as a Bungling Christ, the first thing
that comes to my mind is that I bet they don't have comics mocking the prophet Muhammad, or Hindus, Sikhs,
Buddhists, Jews, and others, because they would not tolerate such a thing.
So the question is: what should we do? Do we get into a
fight with words and strike back and defend Jesus? Is
what they wrote blasphemy? Of course it is. Is it belittling
our faith? Of course it is. Is it a mockery to the Savior that
died on the cross for our sins, and died so we can have
forgiveness of our evil ways? Of course it is.
So then, I have to ask myself the question, “Does Jesus

DC Comics announced in February they pulled the Second Coming comic.

really need us to defend him now that our Jesus is being
mocked?” How can I truly do that when most of the
Christian community are guilty for supporting DC Comics, when they stand for hours waiting for the release of
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their favorite blockbuster comic movie that just hit the
theaters?
I believe in standing up for our religious freedom and
having the right to worship and not allow anyone to mock
our Savior. The word says let us not be fooled, that God
cannot be mocked.
On the other hand, Jesus said one of the most powerful
statements that we missed as Christians, specially when
we are being mocked and attacked. Forgiveness.
Jesus taught that we are to forgive, which means, we
are to give love for offenses received. Matthew 5:44 says:
“But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that
curse you, do good to them that hate you, and pray for
them which despitefully use you, and persecute you...”
With that said, forgiveness is given to you and anyone
who makes sport of the love and forgiveness that Jesus
freely gave to all. While he was on the cross Jesus prayed
to God, “Father, forgive them, for they do not know what
they are doing.” (Luke 23:34).
The life and death of Jesus was planned from the beginning of the world, just as his return to this earth has
been.
Those who have created this “comic” to besmirch the
name of Jesus—and that of his followers—have done it
because they know that they can.
One of the final commandments that Jesus gave to his
followers is found in John 13:34-35: “A new command I
give to you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you
must love one another. By this all men will know that you
are my disciples, if you love one another.”
So that is what is being offered today, our love and our
forgiveness?

For most unawares—it desensitizes, or deletes their
minds, of any remnant of feeling, but more importantly,
of what power the Name Jesus carries. Jesus Christ, who
took sin, sickness, disease, poverty, lack, any, and all
curse, for us!
If it wasn’t for His Extravagant Sacrifice—we would all
be in hell right now!
If you don’t feel that unction to rise up and fight for
what Our One and Only Savior did at Calvary, then my
fear for you is that there is no opposition where faith is
concerned.
If you’re not feeling persecution or guilt on some level,
and you’re very comfortable with unethical comic creators that are blasphemous, then you and the devil are
running the same race!
Let me be clear! God is on the throne laughing right
now. Want to know why? He’s a loving God, But HE will
not be mocked! End times are here, time to repent?

Denise Loffredo
John Ramirez Ministries Administrator

This is appalling, disgraceful, ludicrous, disheartening,
and the list is endless. May DC Comics get this thrown
back upon them and may they come to know, intimately,
Jesus Christ, who gave His entire life and divinity for all
mankind.

Tricia Harmon
Producer and Actress/NPOFA Founder

Years ago, while serving as a pastor's wife, we put on a
VBS [Vacation Bible School] where the theme was about
Jesus being our Superhero. I still remember that song. In
those lessons, there was no other superhero that could
compare.
Today, if you were to ask anyone what superhero power would they want to have, I guarantee you would be
hard-pressed to hear an answer like...
“I want to give up every one of my superhero powers in
order to live a sinless life, be perfectly obedient to my Father's will, love every human being so much that I would
lay down my life on a cursed cross, so that not one person
would perish in Hell, but have everlasting life.”
Anyone?

Zach Drew
Host of The Zach Drew Show/Founder of IGBY Ministries

Wow [the DC Comic], it’s just sad. There is nothing
sacred to the world anymore. And the church doesn’t
fight it because they also have lost sight of what is sacred
and what is holy. We shouldn’t be surprised, even when
we see this in the world though, because America goes in
the direction that the pulpits are facing, and the pulpits
have been facing the wrong direction for some time?

Dorothy Reed

Thom Stambaugh

Actress

Grand Rapids Business Leader

We live in a deeply fallen world. Yet, as Christians we
are to live according to God’s Kingdom—not the world’s
economy. But for those who think just because it’s
‘comics’ it gives permission, to allow it, but it doesn’t!
Cartoons are doing the same thing with children (South
Park) and I’m sorry, but it’s not okay! You think you put
a character in a costume, cartoon, or comic book, it
makes it okay to pass off bad language, bad ethics, and
low moral standards?

It saddens me that, in a time where the world needs
Jesus and his redemption, that yet another media outlet,
especially one that seems targeted at youth, depicts our
Lord and Savior as something other than the All Mighty
God he is.
It is a shame that we, as Christians, do not have more
influence into outlets such as these, so that we can spread
the Truth and the Light needed in this day and age!
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